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Luke 10:37 ‘Go and do likewise’



‘I will sing to the Lord all my life, I will sing praise to my God as long as I live.’                             Ps. 104:33

Introduction

Music is a powerful force that creates deep emotions and is an important outlet for self- expression.  It

inspires and motivates and plays an important  role in the personal development of individuals. The

study of Music teaches skills such as team work, communication, self-esteem, creative thinking,

imagination, discipline and invention.  It is a wonderful gift from God and we offer it back to God in daily

praise and worship.

Intent

Our Music curriculum is designed to ensure that each and every child is nurtured and inspired through

knowledge and faith and can live ‘Life in all its fullness’ (John 10:10). Our Music curriculum is delivered

through stimulating lessons and experiences rooted in our Christian Values which reflect the culture and

society in which we live. The teaching and learning of music enables our children to better understand

and respect our diverse world and be thankful for the collaborative opportunities music brings.

At All Saints Benhilton, we strive for children to be inspired to develop a love for music by increasing self

confidence and engaging critically with music by composing, listening and performing to their peers and

wider school community.

All children are encouraged to explore and create in Music using a range of sources to ensure

accessibility for all. Taught through both a topic led and scheme curriculum, every child has the

opportunity to engage with music through context-driven, cross-curricular lessons that capture the heart

of music as a universal language and inspire a distinct Christian ethos through songs and praise.

Our Music curriculum is responsive to the individual needs of all our pupils by allowing equal

opportunities to engage in clubs, performances and use of music instruments. Cross curricular

opportunities are embraced and local learning experiences utilised to enhance Music provision.

Ultimately our Music curriculum is intended:

● To foster a lifelong love of music

● To develop an awareness and appreciation of organized sounds and patterns

● To develop vocal and instrumental skills

● To encourage self-expression and use of imagination

● To enable each child to grow musically at their own level and pace

● To encourage a sense of achievement and self-worth

● To develop active listening skills to analyze, critique and respond to music

● To promote awareness and appreciation for a wide range of cultural traditions
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● To acquire the skills related to comoposing, performing and interpreting music

Implementation

Our Music curriculum follows the National Curriculum and is taught to Key Stage 1 and 2 pupils weekly

by a music specialist teacher using the Cornerstones curriculum and Model Music Curriculum as a

foundation and Kodaly benchmarks. Opportunities for cross-curricular links are embraced where

possible.

Key Stage 1 lessons primarily focus on rhythm, pitch, movement and listening. In Year One, students start

sight-reading rhythms, singing with solfa and curwen hand signs, taking rhythmic dictation, and creating

pictorial notation of music.

In Key Stage 2, lessons continue to develop skills in rhythm, pitch, listening and notation, but also add

the element of instruments.  Year 6 pupils  complete a Transition Project which includes  sight-reading

exercises on their chosen instrument, an ensemble performance of a given theme, and the creation of an

original four-bar melody using a limited note range.

Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2 children are offered the opportunity to learn an individual instrument with

peripatetic teachers.  Lessons are offered at school and are through Sutton Music Services. Opportunities

for learning an instrument are available for all children and for recipients of the Pupil Premium Grant,

funding is available.

Key Stage 2 Choir - The choir meets weekly and is open to all Key Stage 2 pupils.

Clear strategic planning allows the curriculum to be dynamic and adapt to the context of the school and

all children’s needs. Age related expectations combine the acquisition of knowledge and development of

skills to create a purposeful and exciting learning journey for every child. Planning is used to set clear and

achievable goals, ensure progression, continuity and subject coverage and match learning to pupils’

abilities.

Impact

We use rigorous monitoring throughout the year to gauge the impact of our Music curriculum. Music is
assessed termly and teachers, in conjunction with the subject leader, are responsible for collating
performance data and monitoring progress and attainment.  Senior leaders and the Music subject leader
will monitor the implementation of the policy to review learning, evaluate pupil voice, provide individual
feedback to move practice forward, celebrate positives and highlight areas of development.

Attainment and progress is measured through careful analysis of the application of skills across the
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https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/239037/PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_Music.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/974366/Model_Music_Curriculum_Full.pdf
https://kodaly.org.uk/
https://suttonmusicservice.org.uk/
https://www.allsaintsbenhilton.org.uk/staff.php


Music curriculum; showing how acquisition of knowledge is enhanced by expectations to evidence
quality thinking and demonstrate individual understanding. Performance analysis is linked to this
monitoring so as to measure performance against individual and school targets, which are reviewed
regularly.

Our Music curriculum plays a significant role in the delivery of our school’s Christian values, vision
and mission. Besides being a creative and enjoyable activity, it has an important part in helping
children feel part of a community; it provides children with experiences of ‘awe’ and ‘wonder’ and
helps us to celebrate the joy of our faith. Underpinned by our Christian Values,  our Music provision
will support our children to:

● foster a lifelong love and respect of music

● develop an awareness and appreciation of organized sounds and patterns

● develop vocal and instrumental skills

● encourage self-expression and use of imagination

● enable each child to grow musically at their own level and pace

● encourage a sense of achievement and self-worth

● develop active listening skills to analyze, critique and respond to music

● promote awareness and thankfulness for a wide range of cultural traditions

● acquire the skills related to comoposing, performing and interpreting music

Links with other policies

This policy should be read in conjunction with the following school policies:

Teaching and Learning Policy

Assessment Policy

Marking policy

Special Educational Needs Policy

Computing Policy

Equal Opportunities Policy

Inclusion Policy

Health and Safety Policy

RE Policy

Curriculum Policy
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https://www.allsaintsbenhilton.org.uk/policies.php

